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HISTORIOGRAPHIC
DIYERGENCE:
THE ENLIGHTENMENT
AND HISTORIST
PARADIGMS.
ON OPEN AND CLOSED
EPISTEMIC STRUCTURES
AND THEIR
ELABORATIONS

I., Ger-"r, and other historiog-
raphies infuenced by the Germanophone space373 (Slovenian as well),
the works that address the epistemic aspects of formation of histori-
ography as a scientific discipline are characterized by two competing
and polemicizing tendencies which are supposed to be elucidating the
beginnings of scientifcation and professionalization o{ history. The first
tendency refers, on the one hand, to Leopold von Ranke (L795-1886)
or Rankenian categories of the 19'h century, which formed in the orbit
of the University of Berlin (1810), and, on the other, to the historism
of the 20'h century, mosr notably present in the manner of the work
Die Entstehung des Historismus (The Origins of Historism, L936) by F.

Meinecke (1862-1954), and considers the two as key reference places
of memory, the loci memoriae of scientific historiography. In so doing,
said tendency emphasizes the caesura between scientific thought and
the historiant social engagement. The second tendency, known only
to well-formed historians, places the beginnings of scientific histori-
ography in the Enlightenment of the 18'h century and emphasizes the

373 This is not to suggest that the authors were influenced solely by said social space (French: upace
sociale by Pierre Bourdieu), but that it was a question of a strong, polirically instrumentalized and
hegemonic rinfuenceu.
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social dimension of historical thought and the necessity of critical re-

flexion for the constitution of scientific thought, while not renouncing

the practical sense (Bourdieu) of the historian, but trying to render the

social engagement of scientists into a cognitive tool. The central source

of this tendency was the University of Gottingen (1737) and August

Ludwig von Schlozer (1735-1809) its central reference. The relation-

ships established by this setting rupture through several epistemic leveis

which should be clearly distinguished.
1. The first level involves a linear, teleological epistemology which op-

erates within the horizon of national education, of nation-building
(Nationbilduzg). 'Within this level, which only perceives continui-
ties, the historiography of the Enlightenment is considered as the

pre-phase of the historicist 'scientific' historiography and, as such,

as a priori unscientific (thus, for instance, Ranke, Meinecke, Ritter'
'Wegele, Srbik et al.). Said authors, frttb, fail to establish a criti-

cal distance with respect to ideological categories inherent to their

interpretation schema. Ideological categories encompass the under-

standing of the nation as a structuring and homogenizing axis in the

creation of history, equation of regime elites with the social elite and

transposition of this schema into history, patrilineal creation of his-

tory exclusion of numerous segments of social reality from the'great

fow' of history, and spontaneous generation of undefined and petri-

fied categories ('objectivity','divine providence','dominant ideas',

'historical conscience', 'critical method', 'historical facts') as alibis

for irresponsibility. Secondly, these authors also fail to problematize

the epistemic conceptions of their work. By saying this, I allude to

the legitimizing-apologetic discourse (to references such as, for in-
stance, 'fathers of discipline', intimate 'colleagues', and similar), to

the circulation of unpremeditarcd discursiue forrnatiozs (Foucault),

to sophist and rhetorical strategies (e.g. dissirnulatio artis considered

on the example of Ranke)374 used by the authors as scientific oPera-

tions in the verbalization of their 'historical comprehensions'. I also

refer to their inability to integrate the 'error' (Bachelard) as the mo-

mentum, the driving force of scientific discoveries into the field of

374 Dissimulatio artis is a rhetorically disguised incongruity, a refined simulation of spontaneity and

relaxedness rhetorically threa ded into modus loquendiwhere modus agendi conveys to the speaker an

entirely different meaning opposite to the meaning that was uttered. Ranke's phrase that the aim

of history is ,merely to showhow things actually had beenn (,,Er will bloss zeigen wie es eigentlich

gewesen.() is the very example of this type of rhetorical figures.
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creation of history, their avoidance of confrontation, public discus-

sion and polemics as tools for defining precisely the scientific discov-

eries.

For the most part, Slovenian historiography got stranded at this
anachronistic epistemic level. From the first attempts to reflect on

theoretical propositions, as exercised in the historiography of, say,

some F. Zwitter or M. Kos, to postwar texts of B. Grafenauer, when

the lagging behind the international discussions by several decades

could have been justified more easily than at present, to P. Vodop-
ivec (born 1946),375 who is perhaps the best example of the not yet

completely withered branch of Slovenian national(ist) historiogra-
phy, there have occurred several conceptions which just might, up-
on constructive discussion and if the Slouenian academic social space

could entertain such discussion, allow for the beginning of some kind
of refexion, and thereby differentiation, in Slovenian historiogra-
phv.

2. At the second epistemic level, it becomes apparent that the histori-
ography of the Enlightenment has a cognitiue basis, which is the in-
novation of the intellectual disposition of the Enlightenment. In the

production of the historians of the Enlightenment (Voltaire, Mon-
tesquieu, Schlozer, Gatterer), there appear cognitive, structural and

conceptual moments. These topoi are not ethnocentric, but poly-
focal, topographically spread (without the exclusion of individual
peoples or )nations<zte1.1he Enlightenment Project is tuned to the

375 Od Pohlinoue slounice do samostojne drZaue (From Pohlin\ Grammar to Independent 9tate,2006,630
pp.) by P. Vodopivec is an extensive ethnocentric monograph which today stands as an unusual
,monu-ertn to national elites and incessant progress of the nation in the absence of critical refex-
ion and embedment in the international reference nerwork or developments. Among the ,literature
sources<, which comprise 160 units (111 books, 49 articles), there are only 6 works by foreign
authors (5 from the Germanophone, mostly Austrian environment relating to Austrian history or
Austrian-slovenian relations and 1 from the Anglophone environment relating to the Slovenian mi-
nority in Carinthia). In such representation, Slovenia is a planet apart circling Atstria (or uice uersa?)

like a satellite, while other planets (lands or states bordering present-day Slovenia, other European

and world countries) with all their history and dynamics vanish in the galaxies of outer space.

In mockery of scienrists who are trying to link the historical developments in the social space of
present-day Slovenia to European and global developments and who are cognitively monitoring said

developments, the back cover ofthe monograph states that the monograph ,is based on most recent

discoviries ofcontemporary historiography,,. One can understand the enthusiasm with which the
monograph was received and the placement of the book as an important work of Slovenian histori-
ography only if one is aware of the specific nature of the Slovenian scientific and receptive fields.

376 On rhe Enlightenment and historicist epistemic horizon, nation does not have the same meaning.

Similarlp th,trmpeuphdoesnothavethesamedefinitionastheterm Volh. Inthe FrenchEn-
lightenment, rheteims'nationandpeupleconstitrtetwolegalandconuentionalaspectsofstructured
population composed ofequal and responsible individuals; with Ranke (or the Rankenian group),
i,o*.r.., ir is a question ofimputation ofdifferent forms ofkinship and organic (ifnot biological
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search for possibilities ro educate people and acivate their mind po-
tential, irrespective of ethnic, religious or racial affiliation. The key
trait common to all versions of Enlightenmenr is expansion of mental
boundaries and unlocking of the thinbing process for orhers and the
different, until then overlooked or undervalued groups of people,
views and issues. A. T. Linhart (1756-1795), the most prominent
Carniolan representative of the Enlighrenment, visibly refers to
Schlozer in three places in his work An Esay on tlte History of Car-
niola and Other Lands of the Austrian Southern Slaus (1788, l79l).
Thus far, Slovenian historiography failed to consider said references
and numerous activiries of Linhart in the European conrexr of Lu-
miires and in comparison to concurrent conceprual currents of the
European Enlightenment, owing to which Linhart is still being de-
fined through the reductive national perspecrive as rhe first historian
to have introduced the "slovenian historical conception l...lof the
history of Slovenians as a national enriry" (Grafenauer, I98la; cf
e.g. Stih, 2005a, and others). Such anachronistic retrospection defies
analysis.

3. The third, cognitive-refexive level, which directs the epistemic con-
sideration of past rransformarions of historiography, occurred in
European historiography at the end of the 19,h cenrury and at the
beginning of the 20'h cenrury and is inextricably bound to the un-
derstanding which considers history a social science. In the Fran-
cophone environment, its beginnings can be traced in the polemic
between Simiand and Durkheim, on the one hand, and euent his-
torians, on rhe orher, further, in the circle that formed around rhe
Annalesjournal (founded in 1929), in the problem-oriented neu his-
tory and, as of 1976, in conceptual histarical anthropologt Relating
thereto are also the Italian microhistory and the Anglo-Francophone
new cultural history.
The anthropologiial turn in historiography (which occurred in the
mid-7O's of the 20'h century) aroused inreresr in socio-cultural life of
the people. In German social space, the cognirive forces * with the
exception of K. Lamprecht and several other historians who were

and genetic) ties between consanguineally, spiritual[y or linguistically related members ofa people
as a community, but also a question of naruralization of said ties. the Enlightenmenr nacion is
the_ aggregate notion for the community of individuals of differenr nationaliiies subjected to the
collective project of education, national educarion - nation as educdbility (French: iducabiliti); in
Romanricism, however, the understanding of the narion errs into genealigical and philological con-
ceptualization.
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actiye already in the 19'h century - were deployed as lare as the 60t
and 70's of the 20'h century and have reralued the historiography of
the Enlighrenmenr rhrough the relations between histor/ 

"rrd'ro-ciety. The representatives of the Bielefeld school have exposed rhe
self-referential German historiography to the infuences, discoveries
and conceptual tools ofother sciences and defined history as histori-
cal social science. The understanding of the history of hisioriography
wirhin this framework is not an interpretation ihat is giuen-in-ad,-
vance nor is it the only possibly interpretation, even less so an unre-
fected reference to the 'fathers', but a continuous and instantaneous
questioning as to which underlying thoughr directs research, which
conceprs are ar play and what is the social enjeuin the creation of
history.
The monog raph Historiograp h ic D iuergence considers all three levels.

It addresses them analytically and longitudinally and tries to re-eval-
uate them through a differentiated view of the 'established historical
facts', T9yi"g epistemically at the third level. Through analysis, the
petrified 'facs' sometimes dissolve by themselves (e.g. the irrelevance of
sonnenfels proclaimed byJanko Kos or the invisibility of schlozer who
was a key historiographical reference of Linhart, anj similar), as they
are not scientifically peminent, but national ideological. The intertwin-
ing of data - placed in a more complex and consiirent order of things
closer ro pasr reality - is rendered intelligible and point, to , dyrr.rri".,
engaged form of interacrion between scientific praitices and life postu-
lates of individuals.

The monograph is divided into three parts. In the first part (chap-
ters I and II), I firsr presenr the complex epistemic problems of refer-
ential relations in scientific works and then outline the fundamental
problems of the text through the differentiation berween the topo-
graphic and polyfoc al uniuersal history of the Enlightenm..rr, or, ,h.
one hand, and, on the other, the hisroricisr teleological and vectorial
national-political history which homogenizes social derrelopments and
blurs numerous areas of social engagemenr. In Chapter II, i also add
a note on historism (from German: Historismu) as a symbolically op-
pressive ideological conjunction which marked the historiography of
the 19'h and 20* cenruries and wherein political, social anJ cultural
categories merge in an ideologically efficient manner with the religious
and national(ist) doctrine.
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. In tlre second part (Chapters III and IV), I devote my attenrion to
rhe differentiated view of the Enlightenmenr which disintegrates into
individual conrexrs and models (into Enlightenments) bound together
by some of the shared endeavours of the Enlightenment. I define the
differences between Lumiires and Aulklarung (Frrrrh, German: En-
lightenment), i.e. between the critical republican disposirion and the
religious-monarchical social disposition. The latter gave rise to coun-
ter-Enlightenmentwhich played an important role i.r the constitution

"l r!. mental space in carniola. In this part, I describe the university
of Gottingen (Georgia Augusta) as an imporranr source of the ideas of
the Enlightenmenr where a new chapter in the history of hisroriog raphy
was begun (around 1760) wirh uniuersal history. Atthattime, important
changes occurred in educational method which allowed space for criti-
cal refexion (this innovation contributed to the sovereignty of subjects
and production of emancipated and responsible citizens) by shifting the
transfer of knowledge from em?t! scholastic mnemonics to memorization
of contents through critical reflexion.I also describe Schlozert life, social
network, his intellectual trajectories, social and polemic engagements,
historical method and attitude towards children and the of,posite sex
which is considerably less segregational than the attitude ,o*rid, wom-
en in rhe 19'h century. S.hlorei*rs considered the undisputed author-
ity on history. Linhart, to whom I devote the end of chapter III, was
aware of his status.

Then I consider the shift of the intellectual cenrre of gravity in the
German environment of the early 19'h cenrury from Gottingen ro Ber-
lin. 

.with 
the establishment of the Friedrich-\wilhelm Univerlity in Ber-

lin, which becomes rhe stronghold of national knowledge, the places
of knowledge of the Enlightenment are gradually blurrJd. The prus-
sian historiographic school headed by Ranke lays the foundations of
the nation-building historiography later termed historism. This 'school'
capitalizes some of the achievemenrs of the historiography of the En-
lightenment (critical reading of sources, historical r.Lirr"., etc.) for its
own purposes. The suppression of the achievements and places (spatial-
topographic and mental-topological) of the Enlightenment is inherent
to historism which is counter-Enlightenment, i.e. Francophobe, and
believes in a single dogma: in the redemption of ics own ,rrior.

Ranke, to whom I devote detailed atrenrion, figures on this nation-
building list. He is not a researcher in the cognitive sense of the word
(Schlozer is better suited for this type of characrer), but a well-adapted
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official (like his friendJ. Kopitar) who made good use of the'nation'as
an instrumental principle to centre his administrative activities around
it. A series of significant epistemic differences exist between Ranke and
Schlozer (e.g. in 'scientific initiation': with Schlozer, and Linhart, it is a

question of cognitiue sblfi, while with Ranke, ir is a question of political
appointmenr). For this reason, a consequent historical-anthropological
analysis of their roles is justified and necessary. The real questions arise
not on the factual, but on the epistemic horizon where historical mare-
rial has different, less rigorous trairs. The questions which cannor be
posed, or are considered indecent, within the historicist framework fall
within the epistemic horizon.

In the last part of the monograph (Chapters Y and VI), I return
to the epistemological questions that separare the two historiographical
conceptions. These two conceptions cannot be reduced to one another,
they are divergent, no unproblematic continuity exists between rhem.
Zhe structure of the Enlightenment implies openness to the public, while
historism shows clear signs of a closed mental strucrure. In the first
instance, historism produces closure fgures (national archives are closed
to the public until the 'real' historians have design a matrix for the re-
cording of national history and (mis)use of sources); only then occurs
the rhetoricalturn accompanied by the rhetoric of openness. The Enlight-
enment Project is conceived as historical research, while the historicist
project aims at transcription/prescription. Historism, although slightly
modified, remained rooted in the German environment at least until
the mid-20'h century (in Eastern and Central Europe, however, histor-
ism is not only still present, but is actually gaining momentum).

By relying on various source categories (from primary sources, origi-
nal texts, correspondences, constructions of (auto)biographies, newspa-
pers and fundamental studies to fine arrs material), discursive analysis,
outlines of socio-topographic networks of agents, and similar, I tried
to present the dynamics of intellectual transfers ar rhe transition from
the 18'h to the 19'h century in a more subde and clear manner. I could
have never understood said dynamics without numerous studies on rhe
18'h and 19'h centuries of different European production; namely, Slove-
nian historiographical production alone does not allow for the develop-
ment of a perspective capable of consistent classification of material and
discoveries. The European Enlightenmenr methods of procedure and
manifold cultural and social processes with European or local hinter-
land, which autisric historians might regard as having little in common
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with the beginnings of Slovenian historiography in the Age of Enlight-
enment, turn out after a comparative analysis - of, say, texts by Linhart,
his references, his social engagemenrs and network, intellectual places
(e.g. lecture on Lycurgus the lawgiver at Academiae operosorxtm, l78l),
and similar, and other loci on the Enlightenment's topographic chart of
knowledge - to be nothing less but the very manifestations rhar are of
key importance for the understanding of Carniolan - Linhartt, in par-
ticular - Enlightenment historiographical endeavours. Living in a re-
mote place does not imply mental obscurity - every history is, without
exception, attributed to a cerrain place (Greek: to?os, Latin: locus) and
is, in this sense, ttitltout exception primarily local-There is no determi-
native relationship between remoreness and obscurity, for which reason
knowledge of the wider hinterland of ideas which does not draw solely
on mental currents present in neighbouring countries is a necessity - in
particular in the consideration of individuals who do not consenr ro ev-
ery single element of a dominant doctrine and seek strategies to subvert
locally the narrow doctrines.377

Ti. Dejan Brate

377 Several relevant texts are enclosed at the end ofthe monoeraph, some ofwhich are translated into
Slovenian for the first time ever. All translations are mine, and thus also any eventual mistransla-
tions. I would like to extend my sincere gratitude to Dragica eed for her kind assistance in the
translation ofdelicate parts ofGerman texts.
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